Abstract. This paper describes how t w o runtime analysis algorithms, an existing data race detection algorithm and a new deadlock detection algorithm, have been implemented to analyze Java programs. Runtime analysis is based on the idea of executing the program once, and observing the generated run to extract various kinds of information. This information can then be used to predict whether other di erent runs may violate some properties of interest, in addition of course to demonstrate whether the generated run itself violates such properties. These runtime analyses can be performed stand-alone to generate a set of warnings. It is furthermore demonstrated how these warnings can be used to guide a model checker, thereby reducing the search space. The described techniques have been implemented in the home grown Java model checker called Java P athFinder.
Introduction
Model checking of programs has received an increased attention from the formal methods community within the last couple of years. Several systems have emerged that can model check source code, such a s J a v a, C and C++ directly typically subsets of these languages 17, 9, 4, 20, 30, 25 . The majority of these systems can be classi ed as translators, which translate from the programming language source code to the modeling language of the model checker. The Java PathFinder 1 JPF1 17 , developed at NASA Ames Research Center, was such an early attempt to bridge the gap between Java 12 and the PROMELA language of SPIN 21 . A second generation of Java PathFinder JPF2 30 has recently been developed at NASA Ames, which diverges from the translation approach, and model checks bytecode directly. This system contains a home grown Java Virtual Machine JVM speci cally designed to support memory efcient storage of states for the purpose of model checking. This system resembles the Rivet machine described in 3 in the sense that Rivet also provides its own new JVM.
The major obstacle for model checking to succeed is of course the management of large state spaces. For this purpose abstraction techniques have been studied heavily in the past 5 years 18, 2, 13, 8, 1 . More recently, special focus has been put on abstraction environments for Java and C 5, 6, 31, 20, 14, 25 . Alternatives to state recording model checking have also been tried, such as VeriSoft 11 , which performs stateless model checking of C++ programs, and ESC 10 , which uses a combination of static analysis and theorem proving to analyze Modula3 programs. Of course static program analysis techniques 7 is an entire separate promising discipline, although it yet remains to be seen how well they can handle concurrency. An alternative to the above mentioned techniques is runtime analysis, which is based on the idea of concluding properties of a program from a single run of the program. Hence, executing the program once, and observing the run to extract information, which is then used to predict whether other di erent runs may violate some properties of interest in addition of course to demonstrate whether the generated run violates such properties. The most known example of a runtime analysis algorithm is perhaps the data race detection algorithm Eraser 26 , developed by S. Savage, M. Burrows, G. Nelson, and P. Sobalvarro, which has been implemented in the Visual Threads tool from Compaq 27 . A data race is the simultaneous access to an unprotected variable by several threads. An important c haracteristic of this algorithm is that a run itself does not have to contain a data race in order for data races in other runs to be detected. This kind of algorithm will not guarantee that errors are found since it works on an arbitrary run. It may also yield false positives. What is attractive, however, is that the algorithm scales very well since only one run needs to be examined. Also, in practice Eraser often seems to catch the problems it is designed to catch independently of the run chosen. That is, the randomness in the choice of run does not seem to imply a similar randomness in the analysis results.
The work presented in this paper describes an extension to JPF2 to perform runtime analysis on multi-threaded Java programs in simulation mode, either stand-alone, or as a pre-run to a subsequent model checking, which is guided by the warnings generated during the runtime analysis. We implement the generic Eraser algorithm to work for Java, and furthermore develop and implement a new runtime analysis algorithm, called GoodLock, that can detect deadlocks. We furthermore implement a third runtime dependency analysis used to do dynamic slicing of the program before the model checker is activated on the set of runtime analysis warnings. Section 2 describes the Eraser algorithm from 26 , and how it is implemented in JPF2 to work on Java programs. Section 3 describes the deadlock detection algorithm and its implementation. Section 4 describes how these analyses, in addition to being run stand alone, can be performed in a prerun to yield warnings, that are then used to guide a model checker. This section includes a presentation of the runtime dependency analysis algorithm used to reduce the state space to be explored by the model checker. Finally, Section 6 contains conclusions and a description of future work.
This section describes the Eraser algorithm as presented in 26 , and how it has been implemented in JPF2 to work on Java programs. A data race occurs when two concurrent threads access a shared variable and when at least one access is a write, and the threads use no explicit mechanism to prevent the accesses from being simultaneous. The Eraser algorithm detects data races in a program by studying a single run of the program, and from this trying to conclude whether any runs with data races are possible. We h a v e implemented the generic Eraser algorithm described in 26 to work for Java's synchronization constructs. Section 2.1 illustrates with an example how JPF2 is run in Eraser mode. Section 2.2 describes the generic Eraser algorithm, while Section 2.3 describes our implementation of it for Java.
Example
The Java program in Figure 1 illustrates a potential data race problem. Three classes are de ned: The Value class contains an integer variable that is accessed through two methods. The add method takes another Value object as parameter and adds the two, following a typical object oriented programming style. The method is synchronized, which means that when called by a thread, no other thread can call synchronized methods in the same object. The Task class inherits from the system de ned Thread class, and contains a constructor lines 12-15 that is called when objects are created, and a run method that is called when these objects are started with the start method. Finally, the main method in the Main class starts the program. When running JPF2 in simulation mode with the Eraser option switched on, a data race condition is found, and reported as illustrated in Figure 2 . ****************************** Race condition! ------------------------------Variable x in class Value is accessed unprotected. ****************************** From Task thread: The report tells that the variable x in class Value is accessed unprotected, and that this happens from the two Task threads, from lines 4 and 6, respectively, also showing the call chains from the top-level run method. The problem detected is that one Task thread can call the add method on an object, say v1, which in turn calls the unsynchronized get method in the other object v2. The other thread can simultaneously make the dual operation, hence, call the add method on v2. Note that the fact that the add method is synchronized does not prevent its simultaneous application on two di erent Value objects by t w o di erent threads.
Algorithm
The basic algorithm works as follows. For each v ariable x, a set of locks setx i s maintained. At a given point in the execution, a lock l is in setx if each thread that has accessed x held l at the time of access. As an example, if one thread has the lock l 1 when accessing a variable x, and another thread has lock l 2 , then setx will be empty after those two accesses, since there are no locks that both threads have when they access the variable. If the set in this way becomes empty, it means that there does not exist a lock that protects it, and a warning can be issued, signaling a potential for a data race.
The set of locks protecting a variable can be calculated as follows. For each thread t is maintained the set, sett, of locks that the thread holds at any time.
When a thread for example calls a synchronized method on an object, then the thread will lock this object, and the set will be updated. Likewise, when the thread leaves the method, the object will be removed from the lock set, unless the thread has locked the object in some other way. When the thread t accesses a variable x except for the rst time, the following calculation is then performed:
setx := setx sett;
if setx = fg then issue warning
The lock set associated to the variable is re ned by taking the intersection with the set of locks held by the accessing thread. The initial set, setx, of locks of the variable x is in 26 described to be the set of all locks in the program.
In a Java program objects and thereby l o c ks are generated dynamically, hence the set of all locks cannot be pre-calculated. Instead, upon the rst access of the variable, setx is assigned the set of locks held by the accessing thread, hence sett.
The simple algorithm described above yields too many w arnings as explained in 26 . First of all, shared variables are often initialized without the initializing thread holding any locks. In Java for example, a thread can create an object by the statement new C, whereby the C constructor will initialize the variables of the object, probably without any l o c ks. The above algorithm will yield a w arning in this case, although this situation is safe. Another situation where the above algorithm yields unnecessary warnings is if a thread creates an object, where after several other threads read the object's variables but no-one is writing after the initialization. state machine describes the Eraser analysis performed upon access by a n y thread t. The pen heads signify that lock set re nement is turned on. The ok" sign signi es that warnings are issued if the lock set becomes empty.
To a v oid warnings in these two cases, 26 suggests to extend the algorithm by associating a state machine to each v ariable in addition to the lock set. Figure 3 illustrates this state machine. The variable starts in the VIRGIN state. Upon the rst write access to the variable, the EXCLUSIVE state is entered. The lock set of the variable is not re ned at this point. This allows for initialization without locks. Upon a read access by another thread, the SHARED state is entered, now with the lock re nement switched on, but without yielding warnings in case the lock set goes empty. This allows for multiple readers and not writers after the initialization phase. Finally, if a new thread writes to the variable, the SHARED-MODIFIED state is entered, and now l o c k re nements are followed by w arnings if the lock set becomes empty.
Implementation
The Eraser algorithm has been implemented by modifying the home grown Java Virtual machine to perform this analysis when the eraser option is switched on. Two new Java classes are de ned: LockSet, implementing the notion of a set of locks, and LockMachine, implementing the state machine and lock set, that is associated with each v ariable.
Lock Sets Associated with Threads Each thread is associated with a LockSet object, which is updated whenever a lock on an object is taken or released. is executed. Here lock will refer to an object, the object reference of which will then be added to the lock set of the thread that executes this statement. Upon exit from the statement, the lock is removed from the thread's lock set, if the lock has not been taken by an enclosing synchronized statement. This can occur for example in a statement like 1 :
This statement illustrates a principle and does not represent a programming practice.
In this case, leaving the inner synchronized statement should not cause the lock to be removed from the thread's lock set since the outer statement still causes the lock t o be held at point *. The JPF2 JVM already maintains a counter that tracks the nesting, and this counter is then used to update the lock sets correctly. Note that conceptually a synchronized method such as: An object of the corresponding class is associated to each v ariable, and its methods are called wheneve r a v ariable eld is read from or written to. Variables include instance variables as well as static variables of a class, but not variables local to methods since these cannot be shared between threads.
Instrumenting the Bytecodes A J a v a program is translated into bytecodes by the compiler. The bytecodes manipulate a stack of method frames, each with an operand stack. Objects are stored in a heap. The add method of the Value class in Figure 1 , for example, is by the Java compiler translated into the following bytecodes:
Method synchronized void addValue 0 aload_0 1 aload_0 2 getfield 7 Field int x 5 aload_1 6 invokevirtual 6 Method int get 9 iadd 10 putfield 7 Field int x 13 return
The reference this of the object on which the add method is called, is loaded twice on the stack 0 and 1, where after the x eld of this object is extracted by the getfield bytecode, and put on the stack, replacing the topmost this reference. The object reference of the argument v is then loaded on the stack 5, and the get method is called by the invokevirtual bytecode, the result being stored on the stack. Finally the results are added and restored in the x eld of this object.
The JPF2 JVM accesses the bytecodes via the JavaClass package 23 , which for each bytecode delivers a Java object of a class speci c for that bytecode recall that JPF2 itself is written in Java. The JPF2 JVM extends this class with an execute method, which is called by the veri cation engine, and which represents the semantics of the bytecode. The runtime analysis is obtained by further annotating the execute method. For example, a getfield bytecode is delivered to the JPF2 JVM as an object of the following class, containing an execute method, which makes a conditional call if the Eraser option is set of the checkRead method of the lock machine of the variable being read. 
Deadlock Detection
In this section we present a new runtime analysis algorithm, called GoodLock, for detecting deadlocks. A classical deadlock situation can occur where two threads share two l o c ks, and they take the locks in di erent order. This is illustrated in Figure 4 , where thread 1 takes the lock Ll rst, while thread 2 takes the lock L2 rst, where after each of the two threads is now prevented from getting the remaining lock because the other thread has it.
Example
To demonstrate this situation in Java, suppose we w ant to correct the program in Figure 1 , eliminating the data race condition problem by making the get method synchronized, as shown in Figure 5 , line 6 we just add the synchronized keyword to the method signature. Now the x variable can no longer be accessed simultaneously from two threads, and the Eraser module will no longer give a w arning. When running JPF2 in simulation mode with the GoodLock option switched on, however, a lock order problem not present before is now found, and reported as illustrated in Figure  6 . ****************************** Lock order conflict! ------------------------------Locks on Value1 and ValueO are taken in opposite order. ****************************** Lock on Value1 is taken last by Task The report explains that the two object instances of the Value class, identi ed by the internal object numbers 0 and 1, are taken in a di erent order by the two Task threads, and it indicates the line numbers where the threads may deadlock, hence where the access to the second lock may fail. That is, line 4 contains the call of the get method from the add method. The problem arises due to the fact that the get method has become synchronized. One task may now call the add operation on a Value object, say v1, which i n turn calls the get method on the other object v2; hence locking v1 and then v2 in that order.
Since the other task will do the reverse, we have a situation as illustrated in Figure 4 .
An algorithm that detects such l o c k cycles must in addition take i n to account that a third lock m a y protect against a deadlock like the one above, if this lock is taken as the rst thing by both threads, before any of the other two l o c ks are taken. In this situation no warnings should be emitted. Such a protecting third lock is called a gate lock. The algorithm below d o e s not warn about a lock order problem in case a gate lock prevents the deadlock from ever happening.
Algorithm
The algorithm for detecting this situation is based on the idea of recording the locking pattern for each thread during runtime as a lock tree, and then when the program terminates to compare the trees for each pair of threads as explained below. If the program does not terminate by itself, the user can terminate the execution by a single stroke on the keyboard, when he or she believes enough information has been recorded, which can be inferred by information being printed out. The lock tree that is recorded for a thread represents the nested pattern in which locks are taken by the thread. As an arti cial example, consider the code fragments of two threads in Figure 7 . Each thread executes an in nite loop, where in each iteration four locks, L1, L2, L3 and L4, are taken and released in a certain pattern. For example, the rst thread takes L1; then L3; then L2; then it releases L2; then takes L4; then releases L4; then releases L3; then releases L1; then takes L4; etc. This pattern can be observed, and recorded in a nite tree of locks for each thread, as shown in Figure 8 , by just running the program for a large enough period to allow both loops to be iterated at least once. As can be seen from the tree, a deadlock is potential because thread 1 in its left branch locks L3 node identi ed with 2 and then L4 4, while thread 2 in its right branch takes these locks in the opposite order 11, 12. There are furthermore two additional ordering problems between L2 and L3, one in the two left branches 2, 3 and 9, 10, and one in the two right branches 6, 7 and 12, 13. However, neither of these pose a deadlock problem since they are protected by the gate locks L1 1, 8 respectively L4 5, 11. Hence, one warning should be issued, corresponding to the fact that this program would deadlock if thread 1 takes lock L3 left branch of thread 1 in Figure 8 and thread 2 takes lock L4. The tree for a thread is built as follows. Each time an object o is locked, either by calling a synchronized method m on it, as in o:m: : : , or by executing a statement of the form: synchronizedof: : : g , the`lock' operation in Figure   9 is called. Likewise, when a lock is released by the return from a synchronized method, or control leaves a synchronized statement, the`unlock' operation is called. The tree has at any time a current node, where the path from the root identifying the thread to that node represents the lock nesting at this point in the execution: the locks taken, and the order in which they were taken. The lock operation creates a new child of the current node if the new lock has not previously been taken with that lock nesting. The unlock operation just backs up the tree if the lock really is released, and not owned by the thread in some other way. F or the program in Figure 7 , the trees will stabilize after one iteration of each loop, and will not get updated further. A print statement can inform the user whenever a new lock pattern is recognized and thereby a tree is updated, thereby making it easier for the user to decide when to terminate the program in case it is in nitely looping if nothing is printed out after a while it is unlikely that new updates to the tree will occur. When the program terminates, the analysis of the lock trees is initiated by a call of the`analyze' operation in Figure 10 . This operation compares the trees for each pair of threads 2 . F or each pair t 1 , t 2 of trees, such as those in Figure  8 , the operation`analyzeThis' is called recursively on all the nodes n 1 in t 1 ; and for every node n 2 in t 2 with the same lock a s n 1 , i t i s c hecked that no lock below n 1 in t 1 is above n 2 in t 2 . In order to avoid issuing warnings when a gate lock prevents a deadlock, nodes in t 2 are marked after being examined, and nodes below marked nodes are not considered until the marks are removed when the analyzeThis operation backtracks from the corresponding node in t 1 . This will prevent warnings from being issued about locks L2 and L3 in Figure 8 , since the nodes 8 and 11 of thread 2 will get marked, when the trees below nodes 1 respectively 5 of thread 1 get examined. This re ects that nodes L1 and L4 are such gate locks preventing deadlocks due to lock order con icts lower down the trees. for each child node n child 1 of n1f if n child 1 .lock is above n2f con ict gelsef checkn child 1 ,n2ggg Fig. 10 . Operations`analyze',`analyzeThis', and`check' used for analyzing lock trees.
The program in Figure 1 with the change indicated in Figure 5 has a potential for deadlock, which is detected by the GoodLock algorithm since each of the lock trees describes two l o c ks on Value objects taken one after the other, but in di erent order in the two trees. Note, however, that the detection of a deadlock potential is not a proof of the existence of a deadlock. The program may prevent the deadlock in some other way. It is just a warning, which may focus our attention towards a potential problem. Note also, that the algorithm as described only detects deadlock potentials between pairs of threads. That is, although the analyzed program can have a very large number of threads, which is the major strength of the algorithm, deadlocks will only be found if they involve two threads. A generalization is needed to identify deadlocks between more than two threads. The generalization must identify a subset of threads trees which together create a con ict. Consider for example three threads, each taking 2 out of 3 locks L1, L2 and L3 as follows: L1,L2 , L2,L3 and L3,L1 . One can easily detect this deadlock b y observing that as their rst steps they together take all the locks, which prevent them from taking their second step each.
Implementation
The major new Java class de ned is LockTree, which describes the lock tree objects that are associated with threads, and that are updated during the runtime analysis, and nally analyzed after program termination. Its interface is:
interface iLockTree void lockLock lock; void unlock; void analyzeiLockTree otherTree;
The following bytecodes will activate calls of the lock and unlock operations in these tree objects for the relevant threads: MONITORENTER and MONITOREXIT for entering and exiting monitors, INVOKEVIRTUAL and INVOKESTATIC for calling synchronized methods or the built-in wait method of the Java threading library, b ytecodes like RETURN for returning from synchronized methods, and ATRHOW that may cause exceptions to be thrown within synchronized contexts. Methods are in addition provided for printing out the lock trees, a quite useful feature for understanding the lock pattern of the threads in a program.
Integrating Runtime Analysis with Model Checking
The runtime analyses as described in the previous two sections can provide useful information to a programmer as stand alone tools. In this section we will describe how runtime analysis furthermore can be used to guide a model checker. The basic idea is to rst run the program in simulation mode, with all the runtime analysis options turned on, thereby obtaining a set of warnings about data races and lock order con icts. The threads causing the warnings, called the race window, is then fed into the model checker, which will then focus it attention on the threads that were involved in the warnings. For this to work, the race window often must be extended to include threads that create or otherwise in uence the threads in the original window. A runtime dependency analysis is used as a basis for this extension of the race window.
Example
Consider the program in Figure 1 , troubled by a deadlock potential caused by the change indicated in Figure 5 . If, instead of applying the runtime analysis, we apply the JPF2 model checker to this program, the deadlock is immediately found and reported via an error trail leading from the initial state to the deadlocked state. Suppose, however, that this program is a subprogram of a larger program that spawns other threads not in uencing the behavior of the two tasks involved in the deadlock. In this case the model checker will likely fail to nd the deadlock since the state space becomes to big. Furthermore, if the other threads don't deadlock, then the global system never deadlocks, although the two tasks may. Hence, since the JPF2 model checker currently only looks for global deadlocks, it will never be able to nd this local one.
As an experiment, the program was composed with an environment consisting of 40 threads, grouped in pairs, each pair sharing access to an object by updating it each thread assigns 10; 000 di erent v alues to the object. This environment has more than 10 160 states. When running JPF2 in runtime analysis mode, it prints out 44 messages, one for each time a new locking pattern is recognized 40 of the patterns come from the environment. When these messages no longer get printed, after 25 seconds, one can assume 3 that all patterns have been detected, and by hitting a key on the keyboard, the lock analysis is started. This identi es the original two Task threads as being the sinners. The model checker is now launched where only the Main thread, and the two Task threads are allowed to execute, and the deadlock is found by the model checker in 1:6 seconds. The Main thread is included because it starts the Task threads, as concluded based on a dependency analysis.
Algorithm
Most of the work has already been done during runtime analysis. An additional data structure must be introduced, the race window, which contains the threads that caused warnings to be issued. Before the model checker is activated, an extended r ace window is calculated, which includes additional threads that may in uence the behavior of threads in the original window. The extension is calculated on the basis of a dependency graph, created by a dependency analysis also performed during the execution a third kind of runtime analysis. This extended window is then used in the subsequent model checking by freezing all threads not in the window. That is, the scheduler simply does not schedule threads outside the window. Figure 11 illustrates the state variables and operations needed to create the window and dependency graph, and the operation for extending the window. The window is just a set of threads. The dependency graph dgraph is a mapping from threads t to triples A; R; W, where A is the ancestor thread that spawned t, R is the set of objects that t reads from, and W is the set of objects that t writes to. Whenever a runtime warning is issued, the`addWarning' operation is called for each thread involved, adding it to the window. The operations`startThread',`readObject', and`writeObject' update the dependency graph, which after program termination is used by the`extendWindow' operation to extend 3 This is a judgment call of course. the window. The dependency graph is updated when a thread starts another thread with the start method, and when a thread reads from, or writes to a variable in an object. The`extendWindow' operation performs a x-point calculation by creating the set of all threads reachable" from the original window b y repeatedly including threads that have spawned threads in the window, and by including threads that write to objects that are read by threads in the window. The extended window is used to evaluate whether a thread should be scheduled or not. 
Implementation
Two classes, whose interfaces are given below, represent respectively the dependency graph and the race window. The dependency graph can be updated when threads start threads, or access objects. Finally, a method allows to calculate the set of threads reachable from an initial window, based on the dependencies recorded. The race window is used to record threads involved in warnings. Before the model checker is launched the extendWindow method will include threads that in uence the original window b y calling the reachable method. The model checker scheduler will nally call the contains method whenever it needs to determine whether a particular thread is in the window, in which case it will be allowed to execute. The following bytecodes are instrumented to operate on the dependency graph: INVOKEVIRTUAL for invoking the start method on a thread; and PUTFIELD, GETFIELD, PUTSTATIC, GETSTATIC for accessing variables.
The RAX Example
In this section we present an example drawn from a real NASA application. The Remote Agent RA 24 is an AI-based spacecraft controller programmed in LISP, that has been developed by NASA Ames Research Center and NASA's Jet Propulsion Laboratory. It consists of three components: a Planner that generates plans from mission goals; an Executive that executes the plans; and nally a Recovery system that monitors the RA's status, and suggests recovery actions in case of failures. The Executive contains features of a multi-threaded operating system, and the Planner and Executive exchange messages in an interactive manner. Hence, this system is highly vulnerable to multi-threading errors. In fact, during real ight in space on board the Deep-Space 1 spacecraft in May 1999, the RA deadlocked, causing the ground crew to put the spacecraft on standby. The ground crew located the error using data from the spacecraft, but asked as a challenge our group if we could locate the error using model checking. This resulted in an e ort described in 15 , which in turn refers to earlier work on the RA described in 16 . Here we shall give a short account o f the error and show h o w it could have been located with runtime analysis, and furthermore potentially be con rmed using model checking. For this purpose we have modeled the error situation in Java. Note that this Java program represents a small model of part of the RA, as described in 15 . However, although this is not an automated application to a real full-size program, it is a su ciently convincing illustration of the approach in a real context.
The major two components to be modeled are events and tasks, as illustrated in Figure 12 . The gure shows a Java class Event from which e v ent objects can be instantiated. The class has a local counter variable and two synchronized methods, one for waiting on the event and one for signaling the event, releasing all threads having called wait for event. In order to catch events that occur while tasks are executing, each event has an associated event counter that is increased whenever the event is signaled. A task then only calls wait for event in case this counter has not changed, hence, there have been no new events since it was last restarted from a call of wait for event. The gure shows the de nition of one of the tasks, the planner. The body of the run method contains an in nite loop, where in each iteration a conditional call of wait for event is executed. The condition is that no new events have arrived, hence the event counter is unchanged. To illustrate JPF2's integration of runtime analysis and model checking, the example is made slightly more realistic by adding extra threads as before. The program has 40 threads, each with 10; 000 states, in addition to the Planner and Executive threads, yielding more than 10 160 states in total. Then we apply JPF2 in its special runtime analysis model checking mode. It immediately identi es the data race condition using the Eraser algorithm: the variable count in class Event is accessed unsynchronized by the Planner's run method in the line: if count == event1.count", speci cally the expression: event1.count. This may be enough for a programmer to realize an error, but only if he or she can see the consequences. The JPF2 model checker, on the other hand, can be used to analyze the consequences. Hence, the model checker is launched on a thread window consisting of those threads involved in the data race condition: the Planner and the Executive, locating the deadlock -all within 25 seconds. The error trace shows that the Planner rst evaluates the test count == event1.count", which evaluates to true; then, before the call of event1.wait for event the Executive signals the event, thereby increasing the event counter and notifying all waiting threads, of which there however are none yet. The Planner now unconditionally waits and misses the signal. The solution to this problem is to enclose the conditional wait in a critical section such that no events can occur in between the test and the wait. This error caused the deadlock on board the spacecraft.
Conclusions and Future Work
We h a v e presented the GoodLock algorithm for detecting deadlock possibilities in programs caused by l o c ks being taken in di erent orders by parallel running threads. The algorithm is based on an analysis of a single run of the program, and is therefore an example of a runtime analysis algorithm in the same family as the Eraser algorithm which detects data races. The Visual Threads tool 27 also provides a deadlock analysis. It still remains to explore how this relates to the one presented here. The Assure tool 28 is another tool that performs program runtime analysis, but the exact algorithms used have not been obtainable. The GoodLock algorithm seems to be unique in preventing false positives in the presence of gate locks that protect" lock order problems further down". We have furthermore suggested how to use the results of a runtime analysis to guide a model checker for their mutual bene t: the warnings yielded by the runtime analysis can help focus the search of the model checker, which in turn can help eliminate false positives generated by the runtime analysis, or generate an error trace showing how the warnings can manifest themselves in an error. In order to create the smallest possible self-contained sub-program to be model checked based on warnings from the runtime analysis, a runtime dependency analysis is introduced, which v ery simply records dependencies between threads and objects. In addition to implementing all of the above mentioned techniques, we h a v e implemented the existing generic Eraser algorithm to work for Java b y instrumenting bytecodes.
Future work will consist of improving the Eraser algorithm to give less false positives, in particular in the context of initializations of objects. The GoodLock algorithm will also be generalized to deal with deadlocks between multiple threads. One can furthermore consider alternative kinds of runtime analysis, for example analyzing issues concerned with the use of the built-in wait and notify thread methods in Java. A runtime analysis typically cannot guarantee that a program property i s satis ed since only a single run is examined. The results, however, are often pretty accurate because the chosen run does not itself have to violate the property, i n order for the property's potential violation in other runs to be detected. In order to achieve e v en higher assurance, one can of course consider activating runtime analysis during model checking rather than before as described in this paper, and we i n tend to make that experiment. Note that it will not be necessary to explore the entire state space in order for this simultaneous combination of runtime analysis and model checking to be useful. Even though runtime analysis scales relatively well, it also su ers from memory problems when analyzing large programs. Various optimizations of data structures used to record runtime analysis information can be considered, for example
